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I. Learning Goal:
II. Archetype:
III. Hero:

IV. The Hero’s Journey + Joseph Campbell:

1. The Call to Adventure –
2. Refusal of the Call –

The Road
of Trials

3. Supernatural Aid –
4. Crossing the Threshold –
5. The Road of Trials –
6. Innermost Cave –
7. Battle with the Dragon –
8. The Ultimate Treasure –
9. The Road Back –
10. Crossing the Return Threshold –
11. Return with Elixir –

Write 4 sentences of summary about the learning target.

Now that you have learned about the steps in a Hero’s Journey, your job
is to fill in the chart below for Odysseus and his adventures in The Odyssey.

Step in the Journey
Call to Adventure: How does the hero receive the
call to adventure? What motivates him to accept the call?

Refusal of the Call: At what point in the story does the
hero refuse the call? What seems to hold him back?
What is he afraid of?

Supernatural Aid: Is there a specific character who
helps the hero understand the life situation or provides
him with special training for the call?

Crossing the Threshold: At what point in the story
does the hero leave the familiar world and move into a
new, unfamiliar circumstance?

The Road of Trials: What specific challenges does the
hero face?

Innermost Cave: Where does the hero face his
deepest fear? Where is the darkest evil present in the
story? What metamorphosis does the hero go through?

Battle with the Dragon: Does the hero battle some
kind of monster/nemesis? Does the hero have to face
some inner demon?

The Ultimate Treasure: Does the hero receive
some sort of gift, maybe find a solution to his problem?

The Road Back: Once the hero decides to return
home, does he flee from yet another danger?

Crossing the Return Threshold: At what point does
the hero return to the known world? How has the
hero changed since he began the journey?

Return with Elixir: Does the hero share his gift or
knowledge in some way?

Odysseus

Now that you have learned about the steps in a Hero’s Journey, your job is to watch a
movie of your choosing and to fill in the chart below based on the hero’s adventures.

Step in the Journey
Call to Adventure: How does the hero receive the
call to adventure? What motivates him/her to accept the call?

Refusal of the Call: At what point in the story does the
hero refuse the call? What seems to hold him/her back?
What is he afraid of?

Supernatural Aid: Is there a specific character who helps
the hero understand the life situation or provides him/her
with special training for the call?

Crossing the Threshold: At what point in the story
does the hero leave the familiar world and move into a
new, unfamiliar circumstance?

The Road of Trials: What specific challenges does the
hero face?

Innermost Cave: Where does the hero face his/her
deepest fear? Where is the darkest evil present in the story?
What metamorphosis does the hero go through?

Battle with the Dragon: Does the hero battle some
kind of monster/nemesis? Does the hero have to face
some inner demon?

The Ultimate Treasure: Does the hero receive
some sort of gift, maybe find a solution to his/her problem?

The Road Back: Once the hero decides to return
home, does he/she flee from yet another danger?

Crossing the Return Threshold: At what point does
the hero return to the known world? How has the
hero changed since he/she began the journey?

Return with Elixir: Does the hero share his gift or
knowledge in some way?

Character:

Step in the Journey
Call to Adventure: How does the hero receive the
call to adventure? What motivates him/her to accept the
call?

Refusal of the Call: At what point in the story does the
hero refuse the call? What seems to hold him/her back?
What is he afraid of?
Supernatural Aid: Is there a specific character who
helps the hero understand the life situation or provides
him/her with special training for the call?

Crossing the Threshold: At what point in the story
does the hero leave the familiar world and move into a
new, unfamiliar circumstance?
The Road of Trials: What specific challenges does the
hero face?

Character: Katniss
Every year there is an event called the Hunger Games where a
couple from each district is chosen to kill everyone they go
against in the tournament. Katniss has a Sister, Prim Rose,
who is chosen at an event called The Reaping, but Katniss
volunteers in her place.
This is the only step that does not apply to Katniss. Because
she is a brave character, she sacrifices her own safety for her
sister’s and volunteers for the call.
A previous Survivor (and the only survivor) of the Hunger
Games from District 12 is Haymitch Abernathy. He is
Katniss and Peeta’s mentor for the games. He will do his best
to try and help them win the games and give them the best
advice he has.
Katniss crosses the threshold when she enters the
Capitol. She is lavished with comfortable clothes and
accommodations, as well as delicious food.
Katniss has to go thorough many tests/trials in The Hunger
Games. The tests begin during the training exercises where
she has to prove her worth and the trials continue in the
Arena. All alone initially, she escapes fire, has a conflict with
tracker jackers, and combats multiple career tributes.

Innermost Cave: Where does the hero face his/her
deepest fear? Where is the darkest evil present in the
story? What metamorphosis does the hero go through?

Katniss and Rue make a plan and become allies, but something
comes up and Rue is killed. This is a very emotional time
for Katniss; Rue was like a sister to her. This scares Katniss
into thinking this could have been Prim. This is her deepest
fear, not being able to protect her sister.

Battle with the Dragon: Does the hero battle
some kind of monster/nemesis? Does the hero have to
face some inner demon?

The mutts were probably the most terrifying creation of the
Capitol. These creatures were able to balance on their hind
legs, jump very high, and had four-inch long razor-sharp claws.
But worst of all, each of the mutts resembled one of the
tributes who had died previously in the Games, including Rue.

The Ultimate Treasure: Does the hero receive
some sort of gift, maybe find a solution to his/her problem?
The Road Back: Once the hero decides to return
home, does he/she flee from yet another danger?
Crossing the Return Threshold: At what point does
the hero return to the known world? How has the
hero changed since he/she began the journey?
Return with Elixir: Does the hero share his gift or
knowledge in some way?

Katniss and Peeta win the games. Katniss tricks the Capitol
into letting two players win this year.
Because two people won, and the Capitol / President
Snow makes it clear that it / he doesn’t like to be played.
Katniss now has to face the Capitol. This isn’t very
apparent yet, but she knows something is brewing. She knows
the Capitol is corrupt, and they know she knows and now it’s
a waiting game for some one to strike.
Katniss returns with a new life for her and her family.
Although this new life gives her everything she could ever
need or want in life, Katniss knows she has changed the world
she lives in. She has become a symbol of rebellion for the
districts, inspiring them to stand up against the Capitol.
Her life means more now than it did before because she has
become a voice for the people.

